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Abstract
I propose the Langevin equation for 3-geometries in the Ashtekar’s formalism to de-
scribe 4D Euclidean quantum gravity, in the sense that the corresponding Fokker-Planck
hamiltonian recovers the hamiltonian in 4D quantum gravity exactly. The stochastic time
corresponds to the Euclidean time in the gauge, N = 1 and N i = 0. In this approach,
the time evolution in 4D quantum gravity is understood as a stochastic process where
the quantum fluctuation of “triad ”is characterized by the curvature at the one unit time
step before. The lattice regularization of 4D quantum gravity is presented in this context.
1On leave of absence from Department of Physics, Faculty of Science, Shimane University, Matsue
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In the course to study QCD4 in terms of the Nicoli-Langevin maps [1][2], it is shown
that stochastic quantization [3] of 3D Chern-Simons theory recovers the time evolution
in 4D Euclidean Yang-Mills theory where the stochastic ( or fictitious ) time is inter-
preted as the Euclidean time [4]. There is also another example, found in stochastic
quantization of matrix models with loop space hamiltonian at the double scaling limit,
that the stochastic time corresponds to the Euclidean time coordinate in 2D quantum
gravity [5][6]. These facts motivate us to interpret the stochastic time as the Euclidean
time coordinate even in 4D quantum gravity. In this short note, I point out that the time
evolution in 4D quantum gravity is described by a Langevin equation for 3-geometries in
terms of the Ashtekar’s canonical field variables [7][8] by showing that the corresponding
Fokker-Planck hamiltonian operator recovers the hamiltonian of 4D Euclidean quantum
gravity exactly [9]. The stochastic time is interpreted as the Euclidean time with the
gauge N = 1 and N i = 0, where N and N i are the lapse function and the shift vec-
tor, respectively. The Hartle-Hawking type boundary condition is naturally imposed in
this scheme by specifying the initial probability distribution functional. Then I propose
the lattice regularization of this approach with 3D cubic lattice. The corresponding
F-P hamiltonian defines the lattice regularization for the hamiltonian of 4D Euclidean
quantum gravity in Ashtekar’s formalism.
At first, I introduce the basic Langevin equation for 3-geometries in the Ashtekar’s
variables to recover the hamiltonian of 4D quantum gravity with the corresponding F-P
hamiltonian defined latter. The simplest form of the Langevin equation is defined by,
∆Aai (x, τ) = ∆ζ
a
i (x, τ) ,
< ∆ζai (x, τ)∆ζ
b
j (y, τ) >ζ =
κ
2
∆τǫabc < F cij(x, τ) >ζ δ
3(x− y) , (1)
where Aai (x, τ) is a SU(2) gauge field in Euclidean Ashtekar’s canonical formalism
1. In
this note, Latin indices “i,j,k,...”denote the spatial part of the spacetime coordinate in-
dices. While the Latin letters “a,b,c,...”denote the spatial part of the internal indices.
1 I use the notation, F aij = ∂iA
a
j − ∂jA
a
i + ǫ
abcAbiA
c
j , and D
ac
i = δ
ac∂i + ǫ
abcAbi . The field variable
Aai (x) is real in the Euclidean Ashtekar’s formalism.
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x, y, ... denote spatial spacetime coordinates. The one step time evolution is defined by
∆Aai (x, τ) ≡ A
a
i (x, τ +∆τ)−A
a
i (x, τ) in (1). ∆τ is the unit of the discretized stochastic
time and τ denotes the stochastic time after n steps, τ ≡ n∆τ . The discretization of the
stochastic time is considered for convenience of stochastic calculus and for understand-
ing the precise meaning of the noise correlation. The coupling constant κ is defined by
κ ≡ 16πG with G, the gravitational ( Newton’s ) constant in the natural unit h¯ = c = 1.
The noise variable in (1) is not a simple white noise. The expectation value of the R.H.S.
of the noise correlation is understood to be taken with respect to the noises up to the
one unit time step before, τ − ∆τ , in the sense of Ito’s stochastic calculus [10]. More
precisely, if the expectation value is taken only at a specified stochastic time, τ , then the
R.H.S. of the noise correlation is not the expectation value since it does not depend on
the noise at τ . It is also equivalent to require < ∆ζai (τ) >= 0 in Ito’s calculus.
The basic Langevin equation is manifestly covariant under the SU(2) local gauge
transformation, Aai (x) → A
a
i + D
ab
i ω
b(x) . While it is not covariant under the spatial
general coordinate transformation, Aai (x) → A
a
i + F
a
jiξ
j(x) , due to the divergent term,
κ∆τδ3(0)F ajiξ
j , which appears in the transformation of ∆Aai . This divergent term is
formally ( but not well-defined ) cancelled by adding a term in the R.H.S. of the Langevin
equation (1). The extra term comes from the invariant path-integral measure as we will
see later.
In terms of the solution of the Langevin equation, the following equality holds.
< Πx,i,aδ(A
a
i ζ(x, τ) − A
a(final)
i (x)) >ζ
= < A(final)|e−τH˜FP [pˆi,Aˆ]|A(initial) > ,
= < A(initial)|e−τHFP [Aˆ,pˆi]|A(final) > . (2)
In the L.H.S., Aaiζ(x, τ) denotes the solution of the Langevin equation with the initial
condition, Aai (x, 0) = A
a(initial)
i (x) . In the R.H.S., H˜FP [πˆ, Aˆ] is defined by,
H˜FP [πˆ, Aˆ] = −
κ
4
∫
d3xǫabcπˆia(x)πˆ
j
b(x)Fˆ
c
ij(x) ,
HFP [Aˆ, πˆ] = −
κ
4
∫
d3xǫabcFˆ cij(x)πˆ
i
a(x)πˆ
j
b(x) . (3)
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To show the equality (2), the commutation relation,
[πˆia(x) , Aˆ
b
j(y)] = δ
b
aδ
i
jδ
3(x− y) , (4)
and the vacuum, |0 > with πˆia|0 >=< 0|Aˆ
b
j = 0, are assumed. The representation of the
states is given by,
< A| ≡ < 0| exp[
∫
d3xAai (x)πˆ
i
a(x)] ,
|A > = Πx,a,iδ(Aˆ
a
i (x)−A
a
i (x))|0 > . (5)
The Fokker-Planck hamiltonians (3) are just the hamiltonian for 4D quantum gravity
without cosmological term in Ashtekar’s variables [7] with different operator orderings2.
The annihilation operator πˆia is interpreted as the “triad ”in the Euclidean Ashtekar’s
formalism. Namely3, πˆja(x) = −
2i
κ
e˜ja(x) . The stochastic time evolution with the Langevin
equation (1) corresponds to the Euclidean time evolution in 4D quantum gravity with
the gauge fixing, N = 1 and N i = 04. In the stochastic process (1), the “triad ”plays
the role of the noise variable and the “quantum fluctuation ”of the triad is character-
ized by the curvature. Though the two expressions in (2) are precisely equivalent, the
second definition of the F-P hamiltonian in (3) has an advantage for further discus-
sion. This is because the vacuum satisfies the ( local ) hamiltonian constraint with
the operator ordering in HFP , < 0|H(Aˆ(x), πˆ(x)) = H(Aˆ(x), πˆ(x))|0 >= 0 , where
HFP [Aˆ, πˆ] ≡
∫
d3xH(Aˆ(x), πˆ(x)) . It should be noticed that the operator ordering of
the F-P hamiltonian operator HFP is deferent from that appeared in the F-P equation
for the probability distribution.
Let us consider the initial distribution dependence of the probability distribution
functional by averaging the expectation value (2) with respect to the initial probability
distribution. It is defined by integrating out the initial configuration A
a(initial)
i (x), on
2 For a detailed derivation of the F-P hamiltonian operator from the Langevin equation, see also
Ref. [6].
3 e˜ia ≡ q
1/2eia , where q = det(qij) with spatial metric q
ij = eiae
j
a .
4 In 2D quantum gravity, it is observed that this gauge fixing recovers the time evolution defined in
non-critical string field theories[11].
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which the solution of the Langevin equation Aaiζ(x, τ) depends, with the distribution,
P [A(initial), 0], in the L.H.S. of (2). The integration of A
a(initial)
i gives a generalized form of
the distribution functional P [A, τ ], which is defined by < O[Aζ](τ) >ζ≡
∫
DAO[A]P [A, τ ],
as follows
P [A, τ ] =
∫
DAinitial < Ainitial|P [Aˆ, 0]e−τHFP [Aˆ,pˆi]|A > . (6)
For an arbitrary observable O[A], the average with respect to the initial value distribution
also gives,
< O[Aζ(τ)] >ζ=
∫
DAinitial < Ainitial|P [Aˆ, 0]e−τHFP [Aˆ.pˆi]O[Aˆ]|0 > . (7)
In the definition of the expectation value in the L.H.S. of (7), the average is also taken
with respect to the initial values with the distribution P [Ainitial, 0]. For example, eq.(2)
is given for O[A] = Πx,a,iδ
(
Aai (x) − A
a(final)
i (x)
)
, with the initial distribution, P [A, 0] =
Πx,a,iδ
(
Aai (x)−A
a(initial)
i (x)
)
.
Eq.(7) leads the time evolution equation for the expectation values of observables,
d
dτ
< O[Aζ(x, τ)] >ζ= − < HFP [A
b
j(x),
δ
δAbj(x)
]O[Aai (x)]|Aa
i
(x)=Aa
iζ
(x,τ) >ζ , (8)
as it is expected from the Langevin equation (1). I here notice that the initial condition
dependence in (7) implies a constraint for initial distribution itself due to the equation,
d
dτ
< O[Aζ(x, τ)] >ζ= −
∫
DAinP [Ain, 0]HFP [A
in,
δ
δAin
] < Ain|e−τHFP [Aˆ,pˆi]O[Aˆ]|A > . (9)
The existence of the equilibrium limit requires that the R.H.S. in (9) should be zero at the
infinite stochastic time. A trivial solution of this constraint is the vanishing curvature at
any spatial points, P [A, 0] = Πx,a,ijδ
(
F aij(x)
)
. This initial distribution, however, should
be excluded because the R.H.S. of (8) is identically zero even at finite stochastic time
and there is no time development. In general, if we choose a solution of the hamiltonian
constraint as the initial value distribution, obviously there is no time evolution in the
Fokker-Planck type equation (8). Especially, the constraint does not allow us to solve
the Langevin equation with the initial condition A
a(initial)
i (x) = 0 for the existence of the
time evolution.
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To specify the physical boundary condition and to study a class of solutions for the
hamiltonian constraint of 4D quantum gravity in this context, we may choose the initial
condition which generates a nontrivial time evolution
PH−H [A, 0] = Πx 6=z0,a,iδ
(
F aij(x))
)
. (10)
The spacetime point, x = z0 at τ = 0, is identified to the point where the 3D spatial
manifold is absorbed into nothing in an analogous sense of the Hartle-Hawking type
boundary condition [12].
As it is clear from (7), initial distributions and observables are the key quantities to
specify 3-boundaries on quantized 4D spacetime manifolds in this approach. These quan-
tities are the solution of the momentum constraint and the SU(2) Gauss law constraint.
There are some candidates which may be useful to characterize 3-boundaries, such as
the extrinsic curvature term, 3D Chern-Simons term, topological invariants [13] and loop
variables [14] for which the present formalism can be applied. Under the appropriate
choice of these observables, one can show the gauge invariance ( gauge independence )
of the expectation value of observables, following the standard method to fix the gauge
in the Langevin equation [15][16]. For spatial general coordinate invariance and SU(2)
gauge invariance, the gauge fixed Langevin equation is given by,
∆Aai (x, τ) = −∆τ{D
ab
i Ψ
b + F aijΦ
j}(x, τ) + ∆ζai (x, τ) , (11)
with the same noise correlation as eq.(1). The gauge fixing corresponds to choose the
multiplier fields, Ψa(x) and Φi(x), as specified functionals of Aai ’s. Then, the F-P hamil-
tonians are given by,
H˜
(g.f.)
FP [πˆ, Aˆ] = H˜FP +
∫
d3x
{
Φi(x)C˜Mi (x) + Ψ
a(x)C˜aG(x)
}
,
H
(g.f.)
FP [Aˆ, πˆ] = HFP −
∫
d3x
{
Φi(x)CMi (x) + Ψ
a(x)CaG(x)
}
, (12)
instead of eq.(3), with
CMi (x) ≡ Fˆ
a
ij πˆ
j
a ,
CaG(x) ≡ Dˆ
ab
i πˆ
i
b . (13)
5
CMj and C
a
G defines the momentum constraint and the Gauss law constraint, respectively.
In the first expression in (12), C˜Mj and C˜
a
G, are defined by replacing the operator orderings
in the original constraints so that the conjugate momentum, πˆjb ’s, are gathered to the
left to Aai ’s in the constraints. The probability distribution and the expectation value
defined by the Langevin equation (11) are given by eqs.(6) (7) together with the F-P
hamiltonian (12) instead of (3). As it is clear from (7) with the second expression of the
F-P hamiltonian in (12), the insertion of constraints does not change the expectation value
of the observables provided that the observables are the solution of these constraints, such
as the extrinsic curvature term and 3D Chern-Simons term. We notice that the operator
ordering in the second expression in (12) is essential for the local gauge invariance in our
definition of the vacuum, namely the vacuum is gauge invariant, < 0|CMi = C
M
i |0 >=<
0|CaG = C
a
G|0 >= 0 , with the operator ordering in (13). Therefore, (11) gives the
same expectation value for arbitrary observables as one given by (1), provided that these
observables are the solution of the constraints in (13). The gauge fixing in (1) corresponds
to N = 1, Φi = Ψa = 0, where Φi is essentially the shift vector. On the other hand, as for
the partition function defined by the Langevin equation (11), which is given by (6) with
(12), the gauge fixing procedure leads a gauge invariant ( more precisely BRS invariant )
partition function with a suitable choice of multiplier field, Φi and Ψa, as functionals of
dynamical variables. To fix the gauge more generally for the reparametrization invariance
of the time coordinate, one has to introduce the lapse function by multiplying the R.H.S.
of the noise correlation (1) with it and choose it as a specified functional of Aai ’s. Though
the problem is not addressed in this note explicitly, it is possible following the general
framework [16].
Now let us consider the regularization procedure in this context. As it has been
noticed in (1), an extra term is necessary for the covariance of the Langevin equation
under the spatial general coordinate transformation. It is a direct consequence of the
fact that the Ito’s calculus picks up the Jacobian factor which comes from the change
of variables in the path-integral measure [17][21]. One way to specify the path-integral
measure in configuration space is to introduce a regularization for the noise correlation
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in (1). I here propose a lattice regularization of the Langevin equation and the noise
correlation (1) in which the invariant property of the regularized Langevin equation in
the sense of Ito’s calculus naturally introduces the invariant path-integral measure in the
configuration space of link variables.
The lattice regularized Langevin equation is defined by
∆Ul(τ) =
{
∆Wl(τ) + ∆τ |G|
1/2(DL)
b
l′
(
|G|−1/2Gabll′
)
T a
}
Ul(τ)
|G| ≡ det(Gabll′ ) .
(14)
Here the dynamical variable and the noise variable, Ul and ∆Wl respectively, have
been assigned on the link, l ≡ (x, i), of 3-dimensional cubic lattice, which is specified
by the site x and its nearest neighbor in the i-th direction x + iˆ. Ul is an element of
SU(2) group in the adjoint representation. While the noise, ∆Wl is algebra-valued in
the adjoint representation, ∆Wl = ∆W
a
l T
a, with [T a , T b] = ǫabcT c. (DL)
a
l is the left Lie
derivative on the group manifold defined by
[(DL)
a
l , Ul′] = δ
ll′T aUl , [(DL)
a
l , (DL)
b
l ] = −ǫ
abc(DL)
c
l . (15)
The regularized Langevin equation describes the one step time evolution of the link
variables, Ul(τ +∆τ) = Ul(τ) +∆Ul(τ) . It should be noticed that Ul(τ +∆τ) is also an
element of SU(2) group. The quantity Gabll′ , is interpreted as the inverse of the “superspace
”metric, here the superspace is spanned by the link variables {Ul}. The inverse of the
superspace metric is given in the following regularized correlation of the noises defined
on the links, l = (x, i) and l′ = (y, j).
< (∆Wl)αβ(τ)(∆Wl′)γδ(τ) >= ∆τ < G
ab
ll′ (τ)T
a
αβT
b
γδ > , (16)
where,
Gabll′ (τ)T
a
αβT
b
γδ = g0δx,y
{
δαδ(⊓i 6=jU)βγ + δβγ(⊓i 6=jU)αδ − δβδ(⊓i 6=jU)αγ − δαγ(⊓i 6=jU)βδ
}
,
(⊓i 6=jU)αγ ≡
1
2
{
(U(x, i)U(x + iˆ, j)U(x+ jˆ, i)†U(x, j)†)αγ
− (U(x, j)U(x + jˆ, i)U(x+ iˆ, j)†U(x, i)†)αγ
}
. (17)
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g0 is an arbitrary constant.
The lattice regularization has been determined from the following requirements. (i)
The Langevin equation (14) and the noise correlation (16) should be covariant under the
SU(2) local gauge transformation,
U(x, i) → V −1(x)U(x, i)V (x+ iˆ) ,
∆W (x, i) → V −1(x)∆W (x, i)V (x) . (18)
(ii) The model recovers the Langevin equation and the noise correlation in (1) at the naive
continuum limit defied by, U(x, i) ≈ 1 + AbiT
ba and ∆W (x, i) ≈ ∆ζbi T
ba. At the limit,
the coupling constant and the stochastic time are scaled, g0a
2 → κ
2
and ∆τ → a−1∆τ , as
the lattice spacing a goes to zero, a→ 0. (iii) The regularized Langevin equation (14) is
covariant under the “general coordinate transformation ”in superspace, {U(x, i)}.
U(x, i)αβ → V (x, i)αβ [U ] , (19)
where V (x, i) is also an element of SU(2) group in the adjoint representation and an
arbitrary functional of U(y, j). The second term in the R.H.S. in (14) is necessary for
the invariance in Ito’s calculus [17]. The requirement (iii) is introduced to realize the
spatial coordinate invariance in the lattice regularization. By using these requirements,
it is straightforward to construct the model in the fundamental representation. It is given
by simply replacing the inverse of the superspace metric (17) to the following one.
Gabll′ (τ)T
a
αβT
b
γδ = g
′
0δx,y
{
δβγ(⊓i 6=jU)αδ − δαδ(⊓i 6=jU)γβ
}
. (20)
By applying the argument in Ref. [17], I have introduced the second term in the R.H.S.
of (14) for the covariance of the lattice regularized Langevin equation under the trans-
formation (19). The similar argument is formally possible even in the non-regularized
version (1) if we identify the R.H.S. of the noise correlation in (1) to the inverse of the
continuum superspace metric. Indeed, from the requirement (ii), the naive continuum
limit of these equations, (14) (15) and (16), coincides with those in eq.(1) except a term
which comes from the second term in the R.H.S. of the Langevin equation (14). The ex-
tra term has the same structure as the second term in the regularized Langevin equation
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(14) if we identify the noise correlation in (1) as the inverse of the superspace metric in
Ashtekar’s configuration variables. The extra contribution which comes from this term
under the spatial general coordinate transformation formally cancels the divergent term,
κ∆τδ3(0)F ajiξ
j, which appears in the transformation in ∆Aai . The extra term appeared
in the naive continuum limit of (14) actually represents the contribution from the path-
integral measure and it is necessary for the invariant property of the Langevin equation
(1) in a formal sense, however, it is not well-defined without regularization. A more de-
tailed discussion, especially on the covariant property of the lattice regularization under
the spatial general coordinate transformation in the present approach, will be published
in elsewhere [18].
By using the same method developed in the continuum version, one can derive the
regularized version of the expectation value, such as (6). I only comment on the three
important consequences of the lattice regularized Langevin equation (14). The first is
the corresponding lattice regularized F-P hamiltonian which is given by,
Hreg = −
1
2
∑
l,l′
|G|1/2(DL)
a
l {|G|
−1/2Gabll′ (DL)
b
l′} . (21)
The F-P hamiltonian defines the lattice regularization of the hamiltonian for 4D Eu-
clidean quantum gravity in Ashtekar’s formalism5. The second is the invariant measure
which appears in the path-integral representation of the regularized expectation value of
an observable (6) after integrating out the canonical momentum variables, (DL)
a
l .
DU ≡ G−1/2ΠldUl , (22)
where dU denotes the left invariant Haar measure. The measure is invariant under the
general coordinate transformation in superspace (19).
The third is the Schwinger-Dyson equation in this context. It is given by [6]
< |G|1/2
{
(DL)
b
l′
(
|G|−1/2Gabll′
)}
T aUl >= 0 , (23)
5 In Refs. [19][20], similar lattice regularized hamiltonians have been discussed without the contribu-
tion of |G|.
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at an equilibrium limit, limτ→∞ < U˙ >= 0.
In this note, I have pointed out that there exist a Langevin system for 3-geometries
which describes the time evolution in 4D Euclidean quantum gravity. There have been
some attempts to define 4D quantum gravity in the context of stochastic quantiza-
tion [22][23][24][25] by introducing the stochastic time as the fifth time coordinate, how-
ever, the philosophy of the present approach is different from these previous works. The
strategy I would like to adopt here is to characterize the 3-boundaries in the 4D space-
time manifold by using the solution of both the momentum constraint and the Gauss
law constraint to prepare the initial distribution and the observables. Then the remain-
ing constraint is only the hamiltonian constraint which may be realized at the infinite
stochastic time limit provided there exists an equilibrium limit. This is actually the idea
which we have learned in stochastic quantization of matrix models in loop space for 2D
quantum gravity, where the stochastic time is the proper Euclidean time and the hamil-
tonian constraint is realized as the Virasoro constraint in loop space [5][6]. In order to
work in this program, one has to construct observables in the lattice regularization. It
should be noticed that the Wilson loop is not a spatially general coordinate invariant
observable in the present lattice regularization [18].
In the Langevin equation (1) and (14), the “triad ”in Ashtekar’s variables are realized
as noise variables, which presumably represents the stochastic 3-geometries. The lattice
regularized Langevin equation (14) may provide a possible basis for numerical simulation
in 4D quantum gravity. The problem of the present scheme is that the noise correlation
in the basic Langevin equations, (1) and (14), are not positive definite. It would force
the Langevin equations to be complex. The field variables, though they are real in the
Euclidean Ashtekar’s formalism, would also become complex in the time evolution. The
point would be main difficulty for the numerical analysis in this scheme. One way to
deal with the problem may be to extend the Langevin equation (1) to a class of more
general gauge fixing. It is always possible by multiplying the noise correlation in (1) with
lapse function. Then one may chose the lapse function so that the noise correlation keeps
the value to be positive definite. It is an open question if this gauge fixing procedure,
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a choice of non-trivial lapse function, make sense in the lattice regularization. It is also
an open question how we introduce the cosmological term in (1) and (14). Apart from
these questions, the description with the Langevin equation has a topological feature
in the sense of Nicoli-Langevin map. Such a topological feature would relax another
difficulty, renormalizability of quantum gravity. I hope that the approach is useful for
deeper understanding of quantum gravity.
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